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Iacobucci HF "SINTESIS" Lightweight Trolley Line: setting new standards
in the aircraft market.
April, 8th, 2014 – Ferentino (FR) ITALY. Iacobucci HF Aerospace will display at AIX 2014 in Hamburg (Hall B5,
Booth C10) its new lightweight trolley line SINTESIS. After an intensive period of research and tests, the Italian
manufacturer is proud to present its latest Lightweight Trolley Line, Sintesis, 14,9 kg in full-size version, a mix of 40
years of experience in NELI design and production, uses of latest technologies and innovative features. Specifically
designed to meet airlines needs of a super resistant lightweight trolley for their fleets, the new Sintesis line
represents a first class quality product, all made in Italy, that tanks to its modular structure, an infinite number of
personalization and a patented double latch for the door is set to change the standards in the aeronautical industry.
Iacobucci HF new trolley line: The perfect "Sintesis" .

The NELI, Non Electrical Insert, are the milestones of company's history in the aviation industry. Built in ATLAS
standard, dimension 305 mm (W) x 810 mm (L) x 1030 mm (H) full size model and 305 mm (W) x 405 mm (L) x 1030
mm (H) Half-size model, the new Iacobucci HF Sintesis Trolley Line is a unique combination of the latest
commercial aviation industry requests for this commodity: product robustness, lightweight, modularity and
personalization.

The new Sintesis trolley, only 14,9 Kg in weight for the full size and 10 Kg for the half size versions, is built using
both composite material and aluminum for respectively side/door panels and body structure.

The innovative Iacobucci HF patented new Double Latch is a unique solution in the market which allows the
product to perform best in every galley (including galleys without integrated latches) with not limitation for
installation and fulfilling all the latest regulations in terms of aeronautical safety set by key manufactures Airbus and
Boeing.

The modularity of the product, key in high volumes production and airlines management of large fleet of trolleys,
was the engineers' focus in developing the new trolley line. After intensive studies and tests the team came up with
a solution which is easy to use on board by crew members and effective for the maintenance of the product at
airlines facilities. The Sintesis line is the perfect example of a trolley capable of meeting all tasks required by
airliners in a single product.
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Supported by lean manufacturing, strict quality control and new production processes, the company, thanks to its
two Italian production facilities, can guarantee delivery on time of superior quality trolley in large quantities
personalized to meet different customer requests. The Iacobucci HF Sintesis Trolley Line can be equipped with
sliding table, dry ice drawer, chiller, panels with embossed or engraved logo, printed artwork or painted with
specific pantone colors.

The new Iacobucci HF Sintesis Trolley line includes thermally insulated meal trolleys, half size bar trolleys, waste
carts or air through and fully decorated duty frees solutions.

About IACOBUCCI HF Aerospace
The company is worldwide leader in the development, production and distribution of galley inserts, trolleys and Seating products
for both commercial and business aviation. The company boasts a consolidated experience in the design, production, certification
and maintenance of Espresso Makers, Coffee Makers, Water Heaters, Trash compactors, Induction ovens, Cooking stations,
Trolleys, Standard units and Seating products. With over 40 years of experience in the aviation industry and a strong focus on
innovation, over the past 10 years the company has expanded its productive capacity, thanks to the reconverted industrial site in
Lecce and the acquisition of qualified craftsmen. Thanks to its premium, durable and innovative products and top customer
service the company is the 1st choice among elite Airlines and private jet customers throughout the world. The Company is
present in the main international markets through direct offices, a network of representatives in key Countries and a network of
repair and maintenance stations in the 5 continents.
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